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Greci 7 feb. Vinde rapid. Promoveaza-ti anuntul aici. Moinesti Azi Bucuresti, Sectorul 3 Azi
Udeni-Zavoi 22 feb. Timisoara 21 feb. Bucuresti, Sectorul 5 18 feb. Ramnicu Valcea 18 feb.
Batrani 16 feb. Bucuresti, Sectorul 4 14 feb. Tortoman 13 feb. Otopeni 12 feb. Timisoara 12 feb.
Gradinari 10 feb. Iasi 9 feb. Hunedoara 9 feb. Bacau 8 feb. Zalau 8 feb. Campina 7 feb. Sebesel 7
feb. Felmer 7 feb. Mihailesti 7 feb. Vidra 6 feb. Fagaras 6 feb. Timisoara 4 feb. Harman 3 feb.
Timisoara 3 feb. Catalina 3 feb. Bucuresti, Sectorul 1 1 feb. Chiajna 31 ian. Cehu Silvaniei 30 ian.
Pucioasa 30 ian. Arad 27 ian. Oradea 26 ian. Braila 26 ian. Chiajna 25 ian. Targu-Mures 16 feb.
Anuntul este acum salvat in in lista ta de favorite. Important si util: Pentru a salva permanent
anuntul trebuie sa fii logat in contul tau OLX. Intra in cont. Nu, multumesc. Prin accesarea
contului, esti de acord cu Termenii si Conditiile site-ului. Prin clic pe butonul Inregistreaza-te,
accept Termenii de utilizare. Toate 36 Privat 33 Firma 3. Seat 36 Seat Anunturi promovate Vezi
toate. Seat Ibiza 1. Anunturi Am gasit 36 anunturi. Am gasit 36 anunturi Vinde rapid. Vezi
anuntul pe. Seat 1. Seat ibiza 6l 1. Seat Ibiza Facelift , 1. Seat Ibiza Seat Ibiza 1. Vand seat ibita 3
1. Seat Ibiza Seat ibiza 1. Seat ibiza 1. Seat Ibiza Seat Ibiza, 1. Seat Ibiza!!! Km reali!!! Carte
service!!! Cautari asemanatoare: seat ibiza in categoria Seat seat ibiza in categoria Auto, moto
si ambarcatiuni seat ibiza in categoria Autoturisme seat ibiza 1. Doresti sa salvezi aceste criterii
de cautare? Salveaza cautarea Vezi cautarile salvate. Cautarea este salvata Sterge din cautari
favorite Vezi cautarile salvate. Vazute recent Anunturi favorite 0 Cautari favorite. Anuntul acesta
nu mai este disponibil. Cum cel mai probabil produsul a fost deja vandut, sa ne bucuram o clipa
pentru vanzator. Si acum te invitam sa reiei cautarea. Poti gasi anunturi similare din aceeasi
categorie. Cautarea a fost salvata Bravo. Anuntul este acum salvat in in lista ta de favorite
Important si util: Pentru a salva permanent anuntul trebuie sa fii logat in contul tau OLX. Intra in
cont sau Creeaza cont. Cauti un loc de munca? Gaseste-l aici in peste Seteaza o parola pentru
contul tau Care sunt beneficiile unui cont pe OLX? Poti adauga anunturi rapid, fara confirmare
pe email, Poti accesa usor contul si anunturile tale oricand, Poti modifica rapid setarile contului
sau anunturilor tale Continua cu contul Facebook Seteaza parola. Beneficiile crearii unui cont
pe OLX: Poti trimite rapid mesaje catre orice anunt Ai toate conversatiile salvate intr-un singur
loc Ai acces la toate functiile contului OLX. Intra in cont Creeaza un cont Continua cu contul
Facebook. E-mail din contul OLX. Ai uitat parola? Alege o parola. Sunt de acord cu folosirea
mijloacelor de comunicare electronica si a echipamentelor de telecomunicatii in scopul trimiterii
de informatii de natura comerciala de ex. Anunturi Am gasit 36 anunturi Am gasit 36 anunturi
Vinde rapid. It is SEAT's best-selling car. From the second generation version onwards, SEAT
formed part of the German automotive industry concern Volkswagen Group , and all further
Ibiza generations, as well as the rest of the SEAT model range, were built on Volkswagen Group
platforms, parts and technologies. The Ibiza spans five generations, among which it has
debuted twice in its second and in its fourth generations a new platform of the Volkswagen
Group. All of them were the top seller model in SEAT's range. In , an estate version, called Ibiza
ST, was launched. Introduced in the Paris Motor Show , the SEAT Ibiza Mk1 codenamed A
entered production in the 'Zona Franca' assembly lines on 27 April [3] and proved to be a
success for the Spanish manufacturer, as it sold 1,, units until the launch of its second
generation in This version, while it established the now classic Ibiza shape, was advertised as
having "Italian styling and German engines": having its bodywork been designed by Giorgetto
Giugiaro 's Italdesign , [4] and being prepared for industrialisation by the German manufacturer
Karmann. The gearbox and powertrain were developed in collaboration with Porsche , thus
named under licence System Porsche. Despite Porsche's direct involvement in the Ibiza's
engines, it was only after paying a royalty of 7 German marks per car sold back to Porsche that
SEAT gained the right to put the ' System Porsche ' inscription on the engine blocks. By the
time Giugiaro was assigned to the Ibiza project, his previous proposal for the second
generation of the Volkswagen Golf had been rejected by Volkswagen. So when SEAT
approached him with the proposal for a spacious supermini class contender, that particular
project was reincarnated as the first generation of the SEAT Ibiza. The luggage capacity started
from litres and increased to 1, litres after folding rear seats. It was launched on the United
Kingdom market in September , when the brand was launched there, along with the Malaga
saloon. After a slow start, sales picked up and reached the 10,a-year milestone by the end of the
decade. The interior space was good but styling was fairly unimaginative even though it was
known for having a rather quirky interior instrument layout, marked by a lack of control stalks.
The indicators were operated by a rocker-switch , and the headlights by a sliding switch. The
Ibiza Mark 1 received a very light restyling in early with a moderate facelift in the exterior, an
entirely new, less radical interior, and many mechanical modifications. Most obvious is the shift
from a black plastic grille with seven bars to one with four body-colored ones, with some
models receiving new side moldings. The interior was all new, with new seats and a new
steering wheel, while the gearbox was thoroughly redesigned, and the brakes and steering

improved. A more thorough restyling was launched in under the name New style , although by
now an all-new Ibiza was being developed. All engines were inline-four -cylinder units, front
transverse mounted: [10] The 0. The 1. The SEAT Ibiza Mk1 took part in several rally events and
formed the basis on which the Campeonato SEAT Ibiza de Rallies was organised by the SEAT
Sport division in , [14] however its most notable rally version has been the all-wheel drive Ibiza
Bimotor , manufactured in and equipped with two engines each one delivering power to the
front and rear axle respectively. It entered production in June , as the Eagle, and was
redeveloped and rebadged into the Nanjing Yuejin Soyat in late Other than the Emelba variants,
further Ibiza Mk1 derivative models have been produced from several companies, like the Anibal
Raider and Podadera models. It was based on the modified platform of MK3 Golf. The Ibiza was
regularly the best selling car in Spain and sold relatively well in the rest of Europe, helping
SEAT increase its sales figures significantly from onwards. In the exterior, the facelift of the
Ibiza Mk2 introduced apart from the revised front and rear end, new styling cues such as the
first-seen tailgate-mounted SEAT badge that doubles also as a boot release switch when
pushed swinging open the rear door, while in the interior the changes included a newly
designed dashboard along with new door panels. The Ibiza's 1. Under Volkswagen's ownership,
SEAT was marketed as a sporty and youthful brand, whose cars were sold at competitive
prices. SEAT later introduced a more powerful hot hatch , dubbed Cupra, and equipped with a
turbocharged 1. SEAT was not involved in the World Rally Championship after the season , until
, when, after an year gap, they returned with an Ibiza 1. That same year, Erwin Weber won the
first place in the two-wheel drive category in the Acropolis Rally , with Antonio Rius in second
place. The Copa Ibiza 16V also made its debut that year. The model line up includes two hot
hatch variants, the Ibiza FR and Cupra, which compensate for the lack of Polo hot hatch
variants the Polo GTI wasn't launched until SEAT's parent company, that a part of it up to 50,
units annually would be transferred to Volkswagen's own plant in Bratislava, Slovakia. Apart
from the more aggressive styling, it was larger than the previous two generations, with room for
five adults, and a spacious if rather short boot. The standard trim level on this model is
noticeably higher than previous models. This is regarded by some magazines to be the best
supermini, with What Car? The facelifted third generation Ibiza was made from to In , slight
cosmetic changes were made to both the interior and exterior, but is otherwise the model is
very similar to the original one. The top petrol versions use a 1. There are also 2 special editions
of the Ibiza Cupra R. The second one is the Last Edition only distinguishing with new interior
logo on the front seats and the gear knob. The model range features a 5-door hatchback, a
3-door version and a 5-door estate, the latter was added in Q4 The 2. In September , the Ibiza's
SportCoupe and 5 door range was extended with the further addition of the new 1. There are
many different trim levels for the Ibiza Mk4. The facelift model was launched at the Geneva
Motor Show , and sales began shortly thereafter. The facelift consisted of a light exterior and
interior refresh. The Ibiza ST is 4. Two new engine options were introduced with this model, a
PS 1. The Ibiza received a second, more thorough facelift in The interior as well as the exterior
have been changed. According to SEAT, the interior raw materials used are higher in quality
and the overall design is more driver focused and ergonomic. The centre console is more
accessible and there are multiple new technology additions. It is equipped with a
multifunctional steering wheel, ambient lighting and an integrated navigation system along with
Full Link technology. Mirror Link technology, through the second generation MIB infotainment
system, also replicates the smartphone screen when a compatible device is plugged in. Full
Link is also compatible with both Android and Apple smartphones. The safety features included
are: day running full LED lights, parking assist with audio warnings and a rear-view camera
which provides live video from the rear of the car to make the driver aware of obstacles when
reversing. Externally, the biggest difference is full LED lights. A range of Volkswagen Group's
new 1. It is based on the MQB A0 platform. Engine options include the 1. Debuting at the World
RX of Portugal , the vehicle has had a best result of fifth in the French round of the season.
Reliability has been mixed. Auto Bild endurance tests from showed the Ibiza had achieved not
only the "best result of any car in the VW Group" but also the "best result for a small car in the
history of the AutoBild , km endurance tests". From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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Euro NCAP. Retrieved 4 November Archived from the original on 7 January SEAT Portugal.
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Volkswagen Group A Petrol engines : 1. Walter de'Silva. Volkswagen Group A04 PQ
Volkswagen Group A05 PQ City car. Ibiza I. Ibiza II. Ibiza III. Ibiza IV. Ibiza V. Toledo IV. Small
family car. Toledo I. Toledo II. Toledo III. Large family car. Compact MPV. Large MPV. Alhambra
I. Alhambra II. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. This includes what many would consider
to be the basics of air conditioning, a trip computer, alloy wheels and split-folding rear seats.
The Toca special edition adds a portable touchscreen navigation and Bluetooth system that
clipped on to the top of the dashboard. From here the range moves in a sportier direction with
Sport, FR and special edition Ibizas such as the Copa based on Sport but with extras including
cruise control. However, not every special edition was offered with every engine and gearbox
combination, so the best approach is to choose your preferred engine first, ignore any cars in
the most basic trims, and then buy on mileage, service history, condition and price. What Car?
These cookies are necessary for the website to function and cannot be switched off in our
systems. They are usually only set in response to actions made by you which amount to a
request for services, such as setting your privacy preferences, logging in or filling in forms. You
can set your browser to block or alert you about these cookies, but some parts of the site will
not then work. Our advertising vendors use the IAB's Transparency and Consent Framework to
check and honour your permission to use your personal data for the following list of purposes.
Vendors can: Store and access information on the device such as cookies and device identifiers
presented to a user. Sequence the order in which ads are shown to a user. Prevent an ad from
serving in an unsuitable editorial brand-unsafe context Vendors cannot: Create a personalised
ads profile using this information for the selection of future ads. Non-precise means only an
approximate location involving at least a radius of meters is permitted. To create a personalised
ads profile vendors can: Collect information about a user, including a user's activity, interests,
demographic information, or location, to create or edit a user profile for use in personalised
advertising. Combine this information with other information previously collected, including
from across websites and apps, to create or edit a user profile for use in personalised
advertising. To create a personalised content profile vendors can: Collect information about a
user, including a user's activity, interests, visits to sites or apps, demographic information, or
location, to create or edit a user profile for personalising content. Combine this information with
other information previously collected, including from across websites and apps, to create or
edit a user profile for use in personalising content. To measure ad performance vendors can:
Measure whether and how ads were delivered to and interacted with by a user Provide reporting
about ads including their effectiveness and performance Provide reporting about users who
interacted with ads using data observed during the course of the user's interaction with that ad
Provide reporting to publishers about the ads displayed on their property Measure whether an
ad is serving in a suitable editorial environment brand-safe context Determine the percentage of
the ad that had the opportunity to be seen and the duration of that opportunity Combine this
information with other information previously collected, including from across websites and
apps Vendors cannot: Apply panel- or similarly-derived audience insights data to ad
measurement data without a Legal Basis to apply market research to generate audience
insights Purpose 9. To measure content performance vendors can: Measure and report on how
content was delivered to and interacted with by users. Provide reporting, using directly
measurable or known information, about users who interacted with the content Combine this

information with other information previously collected, including from across websites and
apps. Vendors cannot: Measure whether and how ads including native ads were delivered to
and interacted with by a user. Apply panel- or similarly derived audience insights data to ad
measurement data without a Legal Basis to apply market research to generate audience
insights Purpose 9. To apply market research to generate audience insights vendors can:
Provide aggregate reporting to advertisers or their representatives about the audiences reached
by their ads, through panel-based and similarly derived insights. Associate offline data with an
online user for the purposes of market research to generate audience insights if vendors have
declared to match and combine offline data sources Feature 1 Combine this information with
other information previously collected including from across websites and apps. Vendors
cannot: Measure the performance and effectiveness of ads that a specific user was served or
interacted with, without a Legal Basis to measure ad performance. Measure which content a
specific user was served and how they interacted with it, without a Legal Basis to measure
content performance. To develop new products and improve products vendors can: Use
information to improve their existing products with new features and to develop new products
Create new models and algorithms through machine learning Vendors cannot: Conduct any
other data processing operation allowed under a different purpose under this purpose. To
ensure security, prevent fraud and debug vendors can: Ensure data are securely transmitted
Detect and prevent malicious, fraudulent, invalid, or illegal activity. Ensure correct and efficient
operation of systems and processes, including to monitor and enhance the performance of
systems and processes engaged in permitted purposes Vendors cannot: Conduct any other
data processing operation allowed under a different purpose under this purpose. Vendors can:
Combine data obtained offline with data collected online in support of one or more Purposes or
Special Purposes. Vendors can: Deterministically determine that two or more devices belong to
the same user or household Probabilistically determine that two or more devices belong to the
same user or household Actively scan device characteristics for identification for probabilistic
identification if users have allowed vendors to actively scan device characteristics for
identification Special Feature 2. Vendors can: Create an identifier using data collected
automatically from a device for specific characteristics, e. IP address, user-agent string. Use
such an identifier to attempt to re-identify a device. Vendors cannot: Create an identifier using
data collected via actively scanning a device for specific characteristics, e. Use such an
identifier to re-identify a device. You can accept these purposes by clicking "I Accept" below
and you can change your mind at any time by clicking on "Cookie Settings". These choices will
be shared with our partners using an industry framework. For more information, please visit our
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Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a
bug? Have a question about Seat Ibiza wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel
fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle
model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your v
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Widget for your website! Seat Ibiza 1. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a
center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel
centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of
35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle.
PCD is measured in mm. Seat Ibiza 2. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Seat Ibiza for
other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire
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and comments Send us the correct data Other.

